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1. INTRODUCTION {#gcb14952-sec-0001}
===============

Understanding the drivers of community stability through space and time is of key importance to manage and predict the effects of environmental change, especially in the face of increasing anthropogenic pressures (Hooper et al., [2005](#gcb14952-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Lewis & Maslin, [2015](#gcb14952-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). Indeed, the relationship between community stability and disturbances has intrigued ecologists since at least the 1950s (McNaughton, [1977](#gcb14952-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). However, despite a large body of theoretical and empirical studies about stability and resilience, landscape‐level or regional assessments are still rare (Hautier et al., [2014](#gcb14952-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Hector et al., [2010](#gcb14952-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Tilman, Reich, & Knops, [2006](#gcb14952-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}). Understanding broad‐scale ecological stability is necessary because many environmental pressures (species invasions, nutrient and acid deposition, climate change) operate at broad spatial and temporal scales and may cause long‐term loss of stability and resilience of entire landscapes (Allen et al., [2016](#gcb14952-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Angeler, Allen, Uden, & Johnson, [2015](#gcb14952-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}).

Community stability depends on both interactions among species and the sensitivity of each species to environmental fluctuations. Ecological stability is a multidimensional concept that describes different aspects of system dynamics and response to perturbations (Donohue et al., [2016](#gcb14952-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). Pimm ([1984](#gcb14952-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}) considered there to be five components of ecological stability: asymptotic stability, variability, persistence, resistance, and recovery (engineering resilience; Pimm, [1984](#gcb14952-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). Variability, as the coefficient of variation over time, is a frequently used measure of stability; that is, stability as the inverse of variance (Ives, Klug, & Gross, [2000](#gcb14952-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Pimm, [1991](#gcb14952-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). For the purposes of this paper, we are looking at variability as a component of stability and more specifically variability in species composition and abundance across time and space. The patterns of species distributions, abundances, and interactions may differ between spatial scales in an ecosystem and be driven by different processes (Leibold et al., [2004](#gcb14952-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). Biotic communities are assembled from a combination of local and regional environmental factors, connectivity, and dispersal and the dynamics of metacommunities often differ from those of the local communities of which they are composed (Laliberté, Norton, & Scott, [2013](#gcb14952-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Leibold et al., [2004](#gcb14952-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). Quantifying the stability of ecological communities at broad scales is a critical step in understanding, predicting, and managing consequences of environmental change such as biodiversity loss (Murphy & Romanuk, [2014](#gcb14952-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}) and spatial homogenization (Angeler, [2013](#gcb14952-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Dornelas et al., [2014](#gcb14952-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}).

Communities can become locally unstable in response to geographically restricted disturbances such as point source pollution or restricted habitat modification. Stability can also be measured at the landscape scale, in response to larger disturbances that affect many local communities within a landscape, such as air pollution and changing patterns of land use. It follows that local and regional community changes must not necessarily show the same patterns in response to changing environmental condition; that is, alpha (local) and gamma (regional) biodiversity and the turnover in community structure (beta) diversity do not need to follow the same patterns. For instance, biotic homogenization has been shown to occur at the landscape scale in response to eutrophication, despite local diversity being unchanged (Keith, Newton, Morecroft, Bealey, & Bullock, [2009](#gcb14952-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). Additionally, invertebrate communities in Swedish lakes have become increasingly differentiated over time ("anti‐homogenization") while nestedness, a concept related to species loss, has decreased (Angeler, [2013](#gcb14952-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). This highlights the need to understand local patterns of stability and how this stability can change across the landscape scale.

Ecosystem stability and the link to biodiversity has also mainly been studied at the local scale (Delsol, Loreau, & Haegeman, [2018](#gcb14952-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). Debate about the relationship between diversity and stability has a long history in ecology and is not yet settled but a consistent conceptual thread suggests that diversity will, on average, give rise to ecosystem stability (Loreau & de Mazancourt, [2013](#gcb14952-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; McCann, [2000](#gcb14952-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). The patterns of spatial scaling of biodiversity are well documented, particularly the species--area relationship which describes how species richness changes with area (Delsol et al., [2018](#gcb14952-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). The spatial scaling of ecosystem stability and the link to biodiversity has received little attention. The maintenance of ecosystem structure and function requires an understanding of broader stability patterns at larger spatial scales that are more relevant for ecosystem management (Chalcraft, [2013](#gcb14952-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Peterson, Allen, & Holling, [1998](#gcb14952-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}).

We studied a 23 year time series of benthic invertebrates from 105 lakes across Sweden to quantify how stability changes between two ecoregions and how it relates to a large latitudinal gradient (from \~55° to 68°N), species richness, lake size, total phosphorus (TP), and alkalinity. We focus on invertebrate communities because they are sensitive to environmental change, a commonly used group in biomonitoring, and because they play key functional roles (e.g., leaf litter decomposition) in ecosystems (Bonada, Prat, Resh, & Statzner, [2006](#gcb14952-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). We studied how changing abiotic conditions observed during the last decades have affected community composition. Abiotic change in Scandinavian freshwaters includes decreasing phosphorus concentrations (Huser, Futter, Wang, & Fölster, [2018](#gcb14952-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) and changes in alkalinity due to acidification and subsequent recovery (Angeler & Drakare, [2013](#gcb14952-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). Changes in the biotic environment have also been observed such as an increase in the distribution range of an invasive alga *Gonyostomum semen* (Angeler & Johnson, [2013](#gcb14952-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}) and changing patterns of biodiversity (Angeler & Drakare, [2013](#gcb14952-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). These changes have been suggested as relevant for management and conservation (Angeler, [2013](#gcb14952-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). It is imperative to assess how these changes not only affect lakes locally but also regionally.

The studied lakes had minimal direct anthropogenic disturbance in the watershed (e.g., no point source pollution, urbanization, or agriculture) or to the lake itself (e.g., water regulation or stocking of fish). This allowed us to assess the effects of environmental pressures that are relevant at scales broader than an individual lake, and that may lead to cumulative or emergent properties at that scale, while accounting for relevant units of landscape structure which are required for an objective assessment of regional stability (Allen et al., [2016](#gcb14952-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; McCluney et al., [2014](#gcb14952-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}; Sundstrom et al., [2017](#gcb14952-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}). For instance, ecoregions are spatial, often dynamic regions that are relatively homogeneous in terms of their ecological systems, organisms, environment, and anthropogenic effects (Roberts, Allen, Angeler, & Twidwell, [2019](#gcb14952-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}; Sandin & Johnson, [2000](#gcb14952-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}; Sundstrom et al., [2017](#gcb14952-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}). Indeed, aquatic ecosystems in different ecoregions (defined by more terrestrial features such as vegetation cover and land use) also often differ in their water quality and biota (Hughes & Larsen, [2002](#gcb14952-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). Ecoregions can be a unit relevant for environmental management, and thus community stability at this scale is of interest. We used the "Limes Norrlandicus" (LN), which is a stable boundary in the Swedish landscape originally named by Carl Linnaeus (Oosthoek & Hölzl, [2018](#gcb14952-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}), to define two ecoregions in Sweden shown previously to differ in macroinvertebrate abundance and community structure: northern (above the LN) or southern (below LN) lakes (Sandin & Johnson, [2000](#gcb14952-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}; Figure [1](#gcb14952-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The LN is a strong biogeographical and climatic divide between northern and southern Sweden in terms of air temperature, precipitation (duration of snow cover), vegetation (e.g., boreal/alpine in the north vs. hemiboreal in the south) and soil type. Coinciding with different biotic structures, the pressures affecting the ecoregions above and below the LN are different due to higher human population density, more agriculture, higher storm intensity, and historically more acidification in the southern ecoregion. In contrast, the northern ecoregion shows a colder climate.

![Map showing lake locations across Sweden below (*N* = 57) and above (*N* = 48) the Limes Norrlandicus](GCB-26-1259-g001){#gcb14952-fig-0001}

We assessed community composition and stability patterns of invertebrate communities at the ecoregion scale in Swedish lakes in three steps: (a) first, we summarized community composition for each lake in each year using detrended correspondence analysis (DCA: a unimodal multivariate ordination method); (b) we then examined the effects of different physical and environmental variables on community composition across two ecoregions (northern and southern Sweden); and (c) finally, we examined potential drivers of community stability at the ecoregion scale by analyzing the within‐lake variability in DCA scores across time and relating this to latitude, species richness, lake size, TP, and alkalinity.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS {#gcb14952-sec-0002}
========================

2.1. Study area {#gcb14952-sec-0003}
---------------

The Swedish National Lake Monitoring Program was developed in the 1960s and is unique in its temporal and spatial extent and open‐access policy (Fölster, Johnson, Futter, & Wilander, [2014](#gcb14952-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). In 1995, lake littoral fauna were incorporated. The monitoring program is overseen and regulated by the Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management (HaV: <https://www.havochvatten.se/en>). Data are open access and therefore no permission is required for their use (available in Swedish at: <http://miljodata.slu.se/mvm/>). For this study, fall sampling of environmental and littoral invertebrate community data from 105 lakes between 1995 and 2017 was used to cover lakes north and south of the Limes Norrlandicus (Figure [1](#gcb14952-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The studied lakes are medium sized (area = 0.03--14 km^2^, mean = 1.5 km^2^) and are considered within the monitoring program to be reference lakes, that is, the least disturbed in terms of no impact from point sources of pollution (Fölster et al., [2014](#gcb14952-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). The sampling did not involve endangered or protected species.

2.2. Benthic invertebrate sampling {#gcb14952-sec-0004}
----------------------------------

Sampling and analyses protocols for invertebrates and water chemistry were certified and quality controlled through the Swedish Board for Accreditation and Conformity Assessment (SWEDAC; <http://www.swedac.se/en/>). Sampling of benthic invertebrates followed Swedish standards (SS‐EN 27828) throughout the study period. Invertebrates were collected from each lake in one wind‐exposed, vegetation‐free littoral habitat during late autumn each year. In the most northern lakes, sampling was conducted at the end of September, so that similar seasonal conditions were covered during surveys. Five replicate samples were taken, using standardized kick sampling with a hand net (0.5 mm mesh size). For each sample, the bottom substratum was disturbed for 20 s along a 1 m stretch of the littoral zone at a depth of \~0.5 m. Invertebrate samples were preserved in 70% ethanol in the field and processed in the laboratory by sorting against a white background with 10× magnification. Invertebrates were identified to the finest taxonomic unit possible and counted using dissecting and light microscopes. Abundances are reported in the database as average number per sample, which is why there can be fractions of an individual. Taxa were identified according to a predetermined list of 517 operational taxonomic units, which were decided by expert opinion (Fölster & Wilander, [2007](#gcb14952-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Table [S1](#gcb14952-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

2.3. Water chemistry sampling {#gcb14952-sec-0005}
-----------------------------

Water quality data were obtained from surface water samples, which were taken at 0.5 m depth four to eight times each year at a mid‐lake station in each lake. Samples were collected with a Ruttner sampler and kept cool during transport to the laboratory, where they were analyzed for acidity (pH, alkalinity, SO~4~‐S concentration), nutrients (TP, total N, total organic C), and other variables. Total nitrogen was correlated with TP (*r* = .75, *p* \< .05) in this study and was therefore excluded from analyses. All physicochemical analyses were conducted at the Department of Aquatic Sciences and Assessment (Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences) following international (ISO) or European (EN) standards (Wilander, Johnson, & Goedkoop, [2003](#gcb14952-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). Autumn water chemistry measurements were matched by year and lake to the autumn invertebrate samples. Measurement intervals and analytical precision for each variable are available online at <https://www.slu.se/en/departments/aquatic-sciences-assessment/laboratories/vattenlabb2/>.

2.4. Analysis {#gcb14952-sec-0006}
-------------

### 2.4.1. General procedure {#gcb14952-sec-0007}

We first summarized the community composition of the different lakes in each year using DCA. We then used linear mixed‐effects models to study the relationship between different variables and the DCA scores for each lake in each year. These models were then extended to estimate lake‐specific residual variation in their DCA scores across time as a measure of their (in)stability, which we will hereafter refer to as stability. We then proceeded to study the factors that predicted lake stability. All analyses were performed in R version 3.5.1 (R Development Core Team, [2018](#gcb14952-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}) and published data and code can be found in the Zenodo archive at <http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3384632>.

### 2.4.2. Summary of community composition {#gcb14952-sec-0008}

To look at turnover and dissimilarity among the samples, we performed a DCA on raw littoral invertebrate abundance data. Multivariate ordination methods are appealing because they provide a robust estimate of community composition with large and noisy datasets. DCA represents assemblage samples as points in multidimensional space; similar assemblages are located close together and dissimilar assemblages further apart (Hill & Gauch, [1980](#gcb14952-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). The detrending imposed by DCA has been criticized by some (see e.g., Borcard, Gillet, & Legendre, [2011](#gcb14952-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Wartenberg, Ferson, & Rohlf, [1987](#gcb14952-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}) and defended by others (e.g., ter Braak & Šmilauer, [2015](#gcb14952-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}), but we chose this method as it is well suited to ecological abundance data with long unimodal environmental gradients, and allows interpretations with biological relevance by examining the species that load most highly on the axes of interest (Palmer, [1993](#gcb14952-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}). We thus used DCA scores to quantify intra‐ and inter‐lake variability in taxonomic composition. The DCA was implemented using the function "decorana" in the vegan package (Oksanen et al., [2018](#gcb14952-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). One DCA was performed for all 105 lakes across the study period (years 1995--2017, visualized in Figure [2](#gcb14952-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), although not all lakes were sampled for all 23 years during the designated fall sampling period (minimum of 10 years, max of 23, and mean of \~20 years).

![Detrended correspondence analysis ordination biplot for the 105 lakes across all years with rare species downweighted. Species locations in ordination space are depicted with black triangles and lake scores (in a given year) are depicted in gray circles. Black ellipses are drawn around the standard deviation of point scores for each lake, by year. Detrended correspondence analysis (DCA) axis 1 eigenvalue = 0.38 and axis length = 3.67. Axis 2 eigenvalue = 0.25 and axis length = 3.39. The five taxa with the highest absolute loadings for DCA 1 and DCA 2 are labeled in orange and green, respectively](GCB-26-1259-g002){#gcb14952-fig-0002}

We screened the taxa list according to Angeler et al. ([2015](#gcb14952-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}) by excluding taxa classified at higher taxonomic levels (i.e., family and above) to avoid unduly influencing results with classifications based on different hierarchical taxonomic levels. We also excluded taxa found in less than 5% of the samples and downweighted rare taxa to decrease the influence of extremely rare species on the DCA ordination, since we were particularly interested in overall changes in community composition across time. The species ranged in abundances in the dataset from 37.83 to 74,295.06 with a mean total abundance of 3,835.19 individuals (there can be fractions of an individual because abundance is reported as average number per sample). This resulted in an ordination with 2,132 lake‐year scores and 119 taxa scores (Figure [2](#gcb14952-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). We do not use the eigenvalues as a measure of variance extracted because of the restrictions imposed by detrending, as suggested by McCune, Grace, and Urban ([2002](#gcb14952-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}), but we considered that DCA axes should express the gradient lengths and summarize the community structure variation (ter Braak & Verdonschot, [1995](#gcb14952-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). Compared with other ordination procedures, DCA has the advantage that the units are expressed in standard deviations of species turnover, which can be interpreted as turnover units of beta diversity. Variance along the first axis is often interpreted as proportional to the amount of species turnover among samples; that is, DCA gradient length provides an estimate of the amount of compositional change between samples (ter Braak, [1985](#gcb14952-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}). A long gradient usually has very few species shared by the sites at either end of the gradient. With gradient lengths greater than 4 *SD*, the data are expected to show clear unimodal (niche) structure, thus *SD* units of a DCA are a useful measure of beta diversity in the total dataset (ter Braak & Šmilauer, [2015](#gcb14952-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). We performed further analyses on the lake scores (in both the northern and southern ecoregions) for the first two DCA axes, which summarize the most and second most variation in invertebrate community composition (eigenvalues and axes lengths for additional axes available in Table [S2](#gcb14952-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### 2.4.3. Estimating environmental effects on DCA scores {#gcb14952-sec-0009}

We used linear mixed‐effects models to study the factors affecting the yearly DCA scores of the studied lakes following Equation ([1](#gcb14952-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Lake yearly DCA scores along the first and second DCA ordination axis were modeled separately for each ecoregion, north and south of the Limes Norrlandicus. This resulted in a total of four models: DCA 1 south, DCA 2 south, DCA 1 north, and DCA 2 north. The models had as fixed effects the following variables: alkalinity, TP, and species richness. We also included lake size and latitude as fixed covariates. Size, TP, and alkalinity were log‐transformed because proportional changes in these variables are more biologically relevant than absolute changes. Latitude and richness were mean centered and standardized to the variable\'s standard deviation prior to analysis. These variables had correlations of 0.4 or less thus avoiding problems with multicollinearity. We also included random intercepts for lake and year identity in all models. It should be noted that alkalinity, richness, and TP can vary both within (across years) and between lakes while latitude and size can only vary between lakes. The parameterized mixed‐effects models can be described as:$$\begin{array}{ll}
\text{DCA\ score}_{\mathit{ij}} & {= \beta_{0} + \beta_{1} \cdot \text{lat}_{i} + \beta_{2} \cdot \text{size}_{i} + \beta_{3} \cdot \text{rich}_{\mathit{ij}} + \beta_{4} \cdot \text{alk}_{\mathit{ij}}} \\
 & {\quad + \beta_{5} \cdot \text{TP}_{\mathit{ij}} + u_{i} + v_{j} + \varepsilon_{\mathit{ij}},} \\
\end{array}$$where DCA score*~ij~* is the DCA score (either 1 or 2, north or south) of a given lake (*i*) in a given year (*j*), *β* ~0~ is the intercept, *β* ~1~ through *β* ~5~ are coefficients representing the effects of latitude, size, richness, alkalinity, and TP on DCA scores, respectively. *ε~ij~* reflects unmeasured effects on the DCA scores and were assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of zero and variance estimated from the data, *ε~ij~* ∼ *Ɲ* (0, V*~R~*). *u~i~* and *v~j~* specify random intercepts for lake (*i*) and year (*j*), that were also assumed to come from a normal distribution with means of zero and variances estimated from the data: *u~i~* ∼ *Ɲ* (0, V*~L~*) and *v~j~* ∼ *Ɲ* (0, V*~Y~*).

### 2.4.4. Estimating lake stability {#gcb14952-sec-0010}

To examine larger regional patterns in stability, we first quantified stability at the lake level as the individual unit of measurement. We used the variation in yearly DCA scores within lakes and across years as a measure of individual lake stability. To estimate the within‐lake variation in yearly DCA scores, we extended the above‐mentioned mixed‐effects models to include lake‐specific "residual variation", *ε~ij~* ∼ *Ɲ* (0, V*~Ri~*), where V*~Ri~* represents lake‐specific residual variation. This is equivalent to fitting a model with a heterogeneous residual structure as a function of lake identity (Gelman & Hill, [2007](#gcb14952-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). The logarithm of the residual variance for each lake was also assumed to come from a normal distribution with variance estimated from the data. Thus, we obtained 105 within‐lake estimates of stability of yearly DCA scores and a measure of its variation (Table [S3](#gcb14952-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These within‐lake variation estimates reflect the variation in yearly scores after accounting for the effects that the different variables may have on the DCA scores.

### 2.4.5. Relating stability to latitude, size, richness, alkalinity, and TP {#gcb14952-sec-0011}

Ultimately, we were interested in examining larger regional patterns in lake stability as related to latitude, species richness, lake size, TP, and alkalinity. Thus as a next step, we examined how individual lake stability was related to gradients in the aforementioned variables. To this end, we extended the heterogenous residual models to include predictors for lake‐specific residual variances. Specifically, we modeled the lake‐specific variance in DCA scores as a function of latitude, lake mean richness across years, lake size, mean TP, and mean alkalinity. This was done by extending the previous models, but with the addition of modeling the lake‐specific residual variances as functions of lake latitude, size, and mean species richness, mean alkalinity, and mean TP, as shown in Equation ([2](#gcb14952-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}).$$\begin{array}{ll}
{\log\left( V_{\mathit{Ri}} \right)} & {= \beta_{0} + \beta_{1} \cdot \text{lat}_{i} + \beta_{2} \cdot \text{size}_{i} + \beta_{3} \cdot \text{rich}_{i} + \beta_{4} \cdot \text{alk}_{i}} \\
 & {\quad + \beta_{5} \cdot \text{TP}_{i} + e_{i},} \\
\end{array}$$where the log of lake‐specific residual variance is modeled as a function of latitude, size, and the mean lake values for richness, alkalinity, and TP.

### 2.4.6. General modeling procedures and support for fixed and random effects {#gcb14952-sec-0012}

We fitted the mixed‐effects models described above using a Bayesian framework implemented in R version 3.4.2 (R Development Core Team, [2018](#gcb14952-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}) with the RJAGS package (Plummer, [2016](#gcb14952-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}). We ran 3,050,000 iterations per model, from which we discarded the initial 50,000 (burn‐in period). Each chain was sampled at an interval of 3,000 iterations, which resulted in a low autocorrelation among thinned samples. Posterior means and 95% credible intervals were estimated across the thinned samples for the mean effects (fixed effects), (co)variances, and heterogeneous residuals. Fixed‐effect priors were normally distributed and diffuse with a mean of zero and a large variance (100) and random‐effect priors were implemented as a positive uniform distribution with large variance (100).

We considered estimates of fixed effects and covariances to be significantly different from zero (i.e., in the frequentist\'s sense) when their associated 95% credible intervals did not overlap zero. We assessed the statistical support for a nonzero value of the heterogeneous residuals differently because variance components are bound to be positive and because prior choice can influence the credible intervals derived from the posterior distribution. We therefore determined the probability that an estimated variance was different from the null expectation based on permutation tests (Araya‐Ajoy & Dingemanse, [2017](#gcb14952-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Good, [1994](#gcb14952-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). The DCA scores were randomly reallocated to different observations for each permutation. The resulting dataset had the same mean and variance as the observed dataset. This was done for all four datasets (DCA 1 and 2, above and below LN) and we then performed the four mixed‐effects models described above on the new datasets with randomized response variables, and estimated, for each permutation, a posterior mean value for each variance component of interest. This procedure was repeated 1,000 times to generate a "null" distribution of posterior mean estimates. We then calculated the probability (permutation.p) that the observed posterior mean value of a focal variance component was greater than any value expected from this permutation‐based null distribution. In this way, we could assess whether the variance in between‐lake stability was different from what is expected solely by chance and the data structure, that is, did lakes significantly differ in their stability.

3. RESULTS {#gcb14952-sec-0013}
==========

3.1. Summary of community composition and residual variation in lake stability {#gcb14952-sec-0014}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lakes varied considerably in their mean richness across years (minimum: 5 taxa, maximum: 47 taxa, mean: 29 taxa). Of the 119 taxa considered in the analyses, the five most common orders were Diptera (*N* = 40), Trichoptera (*N* = 29), Ephemeroptera (*N* = 9), Basommatophora (*N* = 9), and Coleoptera (*N* = 7). We summarized community composition within (across years) and between lakes using DCA on downweighted raw species abundances (Figure [2](#gcb14952-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, Table [S2](#gcb14952-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Since DCA axis 1 scales site scores in *SD* or turnover units of beta diversity, the length (3.67) means that sites at opposite ends of the gradients share very few taxa (i.e., there is a high beta diversity). DCA scores varied both between and within lakes, and it appears that within‐lake variation was different for the different lakes (Figure [2](#gcb14952-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). The most important taxa associated with variation along DCA axis 1 belong largely to the order Ephemeroptera, although four other orders (Hirudinida, Diptera, Trichoptera, and Veneroida) loaded highly on this axis. Alternatively, DCA axis 2 was largely driven by taxa from the order Diptera (more specifically Chironomids, larvae of non‐biting midges), which load positively on DCA axis 2, that is, higher DCA 2 scores generally mean more Chironomids (Table [1](#gcb14952-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Top 15 taxonomic groups with the highest absolute scores on detrended correspondence analysis (DCA) axes 1 and 2

  Taxon                       Ord.   DCA 1 score   Abund.   Taxon                               Ord.   DCA 2 score   Abund.
  --------------------------- ------ ------------- -------- ----------------------------------- ------ ------------- --------
  *Caenis luctuosa*           E      2.07          38,718   *Cladotanytarsus* sp.               D      2.35          19,649
  *Leptophlebia vespertina*   E      −1.88         51,774   *Cryptochironomus* sp.              D      1.67          758
  *Helobdella stagnalis*      H      1.71          781      *Demicryptochironomus vulneratus*   D      1.62          1,076
  *Centroptilum luteolum*     E      1.7           3,652    *Oecetis testacea*                  T      −1.49         454
  *Caenis horaria*            E      1.49          29,687   *Parakiefferiella* sp.              D      1.46          4,967
  *Psectrocladius* sp.        D      −1.48         31,179   *Dicranota* sp.                     D      1.43          269
  *Athripsodes* sp.           T      1.4           762      *Asellus aquaticus*                 I      −1.41         74,295
  *Cladotanytarsus* sp.       D      1.26          19,649   *Pisidium* sp.                      V      1.4           21,595
  *Agrypnia obsoleta*         T      −1.25         650      *Potthastia* sp.                    D      1.39          345
  *Tinodes waeneri*           T      1.19          1,390    *Psectrocladius* sp.                D      1.36          31,179
  *Pisidium* sp.              V      1.15          21,595   *Tanytarsus* sp.                    D      1.35          23,507
  *Cryptochironomus* sp.      D      1.09          758      *Cricotopus* sp.                    D      1.34          5,997
  *Agrypnia* sp.              T      −0.98         510      *Cladopelma* sp.                    D      1.26          1,201
  *Orthotrichia* sp.          T      0.97          333      *Pseudosmittia* sp.                 D      1.23          810
  *Athripsodes cinereus*      T      0.97          543      *Molanna angustata*                 T      1.19          387

We also present their total abundances across all sites during the study period (1995--2017). Orders (Ord.) are as follows: D = Diptera, E = Ephemeroptera, H = Hirudinida, I = Isopoda, T = Trichoptera, V = Veneroida.
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3.2. Estimating environmental effects on DCA scores {#gcb14952-sec-0015}
---------------------------------------------------

The community composition changed with lake latitude in both the ecoregions; in southern lakes only along DCA 2 and in northern lakes along both DCA 2 and DCA 1 (Table [2](#gcb14952-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, the effect of latitude on DCA 2 score, which was largely driven by Chironomid taxa, was the opposite in southern and northern lakes, that is, more Chironomids in lower southern lakes and fewer Chironomids in lower northern lakes. Lake size, richness, alkalinity, and TP were also all important variables determining the structure of invertebrate community composition in the southern lakes. All relationships were positive along the DCA 1 so taxa positively associated with this axis (*Caenis luctuosa*, *Helobdella stagnalis*, *C. luteolum*, *C. horaria*) increased with these variables. Community composition in northern lakes was also affected by lake size, alkalinity, and TP (but not richness), and the relationships were also positive for DCA 1. Additionally, the random effects in all four models showed that there is substantial variation between lakes in community composition (Table [2](#gcb14952-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Results from the four mixed‐effects models used to study the drivers of community composition

  Variable                       DCA 1 South             DCA 2 South                DCA 1 North                DCA 2 North
  ------------------------------ ----------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
  Effect sizes (*β*)                                                                                           
  Intercept                      −1.00 (−1.25, −0.75)    −1.43 (−1.73, −1.13)       −1.79 (−2.07, −1.49)       −0.96 (−1.22, −0.70)
  Latitude                       0.09 (−0.01, 0.19)      **−0.11** (−0.18, −0.04)   **−0.19** (−0.27, −0.12)   **0.13** (0.04, 0.22)
  Size                           **0.17** (0.09, 0.25)   −0.01 (−0.07, 0.04)        **0.06** (0, 0.12)         **−0.08** (−0.16, −0.01)
  Richness                       **0.02** (0, 0.04)      **−0.03** (−0.05, −0.01)   0.01 (−0.02, 0.03)         0.02 (−0.01, 0.05)
  Alkalinity                     **0.04** (0.02, 0.05)   0 (−0.01, 0.01)            **0.05** (0.02, 0.07)      **0.04** (0.01, 0.07)
  Total phosphorus               **0.07** (0.01, 0.12)   0 (−0.04, 0.04)            **0.06** (0.02, 0.1)       −0.03 (−0.08, 0.03)
  Variance estimates (*σ* ^2^)                                                                                 
  Lake                           0.26 (0.19, 0.35)       0.12 (0.09, 0.17)          0.12 (0.09, 0.17)          0.16 (0.11, 0.22)
  Year                           0.00 (0.00, 0.01)       0.00 (0.00, 0.01)          0.00 (0.00, 0.00)          0.00 (0.00, 0.01)

In this table, we present results of effects on detrended correspondence analysis (DCA) 1 and 2 scores, as measures of community composition. Models were performed separately for DCA axes 1 and 2 and for the two ecoregions (north and south). We present mean and 95% credible intervals for fixed and random effects. We also depict in bold those fixed‐effect estimates where the 95% credible intervals did not overlap zero.
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3.3. Estimating residual variation in lake stability {#gcb14952-sec-0016}
----------------------------------------------------

We found significant differences between lakes in their stability across time in both the community structure captured by DCA 1 and DCA 2 in northern and southern lakes (permutation.*p* \< .001 for all four models). These stability estimates were not affected by the differing temporal record for the lakes (model not shown). There was a slightly positive relationship between variation in DCA 1 and DCA 2 scores meaning that lakes that had large between‐year variation along DCA 1 also tended to have larger variation along DCA 2, though this relationship was only marginally significant (Pearson correlation *r* = .18, *p* = .07). The mean heterogeneous residual variance across lakes in DCA 1 score was 0.33 with a variance of 0.01, and the range spanned from 0.15 (Lake Dagarn, most stable) to 0.62 (Lake Granvattnet, least stable). For DCA 2, the mean heterogeneous residual variance was also 0.33 with a variance of 0.01, and a range from 0.13 (Siggeforasjön, most stable) to 0.93 (Ymsen, least stable). The values of stability for each lake are available in Table [S3](#gcb14952-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

3.4. Relating stability to latitude, size, richness, alkalinity, and TP {#gcb14952-sec-0017}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Community stability increased with richness in both northern and southern lakes for both DCA 1 and 2 scores; however, for DCA 2 in the southern lakes, the credible intervals slightly overlapped zero (Table [3](#gcb14952-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). Larger lakes were also more unstable in the community composition captured by DCA 2, which may reflect lake size‐dependent variation in Chironomid communities. Northern lakes with higher levels of mean TP and mean alkalinity were less stable across time in the community composition captured by DCA 1 (Figure [3](#gcb14952-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). Lake latitude did not affect community stability within either ecoregion.

###### 

Results from the four mixed‐effects models used to estimate individual lake stability, and explore between‐lake patterns in stability

  Variable                             DCA 1 South                DCA 2 South             DCA 1 North                DCA 2 North
  ------------------------------------ -------------------------- ----------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
  Effect sizes (*β*)                                                                                                 
  Latitude                             0.04 (−0.02, 0.1)          −0.08 (−0.15, 0)        −0.02 (−0.1, 0.06)         −0.06 (−0.14, 0.02)
  Size                                 0 (−0.06, 0.05)            **0.08** (0.02, 0.14)   −0.01 (−0.08, 0.06)        **0.10** (0.03, 0.16)
  Richness                             **−0.15** (−0.23, −0.06)   −0.07 (−0.17, 0.02)     **−0.26** (−0.36, −0.15)   **−0.16** (−0.25, −0.06)
  Alkalinity                           0.02 (−0.06, 0.1)          −0.06 (−0.15, 0.03)     **0.09** (0, 0.17)         −0.01 (−0.08, 0.06)
  Total phosphorus                     −0.04 (−0.13, 0.04)        0.09 (−0.02, 0.19)      **0.27** (0.12, 0.42)      −0.07 (−0.19, 0.07)
  Between‐lake variance in stability   0.07 (0.04, 0.10)          0.12 (0.08, 0.17)       0.09 (0.06, 0.14)          0.07 (0.04. 0.10)

In this table, we present results of effects on the heterogeneous residual variances, used to study the drivers of community stability (inverse of variation in detrended correspondence analysis \[DCA\] scores). Models were performed separately for DCA axes 1 and 2 and for the two ecoregions (north and south). We present mean and 95% credible intervals. We also depict in bold those estimates where the 95% credible intervals did not overlap zero.
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![Modeled and observed effects on detrended correspondence analysis (DCA) 1 and DCA 2 scores for those variables with significant effects on community stability. Effects in northern and southern lakes are shown for comparison even if both were not significant. Lines indicate significant effects: (a) effect of size on DCA 2 score, (b) effect of richness on DCA 1 score, (c) effect of richness on DCA 2 score, (d) effect of alkalinity on DCA 1 score, and (e) effect of total phosphorus on DCA 1 score. Dots depict observed mean variation in raw DCA scores (filled circles for southern lakes, filled triangles for northern). The line is the model prediction of the heterogeneous residual variance in each lake after accounting for the fixed effects (with the 95% credible intervals in gray and shaded diagonal lines)](GCB-26-1259-g003){#gcb14952-fig-0003}

4. DISCUSSION {#gcb14952-sec-0018}
=============

In this paper, we assessed broad‐scale composition and stability patterns of invertebrate communities in Swedish lakes. In a first tier of analysis, we summarized community composition for each lake in each year and assessed the impacts of broad environmental pressures and lake characteristics on invertebrate communities in the two ecoregions. We then quantified individual lake stability, and finally explored factors potentially influencing community stability in these two ecoregions. There was high beta diversity across the samples and the two DCA axes were driven by different invertebrate orders; taxa loading most highly on DCA 1 were largely Ephemeroptera, while DCA 2 was Chironomids from the order Diptera. Most of the included physical and chemical variables showed significant effects (of differing strengths and signs) on the DCA scores, which represented a summary of the invertebrate communities. We also found significant differences between lakes in their stability across this time series and explored the relevant variables affecting this stability. By quantifying lake stability across a spatially extensive area historically influenced by heterogeneous pressures on the aquatic environment, we could examine regional level, long‐term patterns in invertebrate community stability.

4.1. Drivers of community composition {#gcb14952-sec-0019}
-------------------------------------

The results from the DCA showed high β diversity across the lakes. The length of axis 1 means that few to no species were shared by communities at opposite ends, due to species turnover (*β* ~turnover~ species replacement), or nestedness (*β* ~nestedness~ richness differences between the samples; Soininen, Heino, & Wang, [2018](#gcb14952-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}). This is not surprising given the extensive latitudinal gradient between the south and north of Sweden as well as the different pressures suspected to affect the lake communities. Indeed, the strength and direction of some factors driving community composition differed between northern and southern lakes, in accordance with results found by Johnson ([2000](#gcb14952-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}), which show differences in climate and vegetation between the two regions, and differences in invertebrate community structure between the middle and southern boreal regions, coinciding with the approximate position of the Limes Norrlandicus (LN). Our results support the notion that northern and southern lake regions comprise different spatial regimes, each with specific sets of structures and functions (Allen et al., [2016](#gcb14952-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). This highlights the importance of accounting for the spatial structuring of bioclimatic regimes in order to avoid confounding results.

Invertebrate communities both north and south of the LN were influenced by latitude, although more strongly in the northern lakes (both DCA 1 and 2). This may reflect the larger geographic gradient in the northern ecoregion. Many variables may change with latitude including but not limited to: ice cover extent and duration, riparian vegetation, food web structure, temperature, and seasonal temperature cycle. Latitudinal effects may also reflect higher community turnover between lakes due to their larger geographic separation, which fits assumptions of distance‐decay models in ecology (Soininen, McDonald, & Hillebrand, [2007](#gcb14952-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}); that is, communities become more dissimilar in their composition the farther away their habitats are situated. A few previous studies from freshwater systems have found that species similarity between sites decays along spatial distances (Saito, Soininen, Fonseca‐Gessner, & Siqueira, [2015](#gcb14952-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}), especially if the spatial extent is large enough (Heino, [2011](#gcb14952-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}).

Alkalinity, lake size, and TP also affected community composition in southern and northern lakes. The effect of alkalinity fits with a large body of research showing acidification and subsequent recovery of Scandinavian freshwaters after the implementation of policy in the mid‐1980s, leading to a significant reduction in sulfur and nitrogen emissions to the atmosphere, and deposition to lakes (Futter, Valinia, Löfgren, Köhler, & Fölster, [2014](#gcb14952-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Skjelkvåle et al., [2005](#gcb14952-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}). While the chemistry of lakes in Sweden has begun to recover from acidification (Moldan, Cosby, & Wright, [2013](#gcb14952-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}), evidence of biological recovery has so far been equivocal (Angeler & Johnson, [2012](#gcb14952-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). This may partly be due to lakes having been studied individually rather than collectively. Our analysis provides evidence that tolerance to acidic conditions is an important structuring force for invertebrate communities in Swedish lakes. That is, impact at the local scale of lakes can be highly variable and comprise a scale mismatch given that acidification impact is a regional rather than a local phenomenon. This means that despite acidification being a broad‐scale stressor, local conditions of lakes can mediate their degree of responses to this regional effect. Because disturbance impacts are strongly scale dependent (Nash et al., [2014](#gcb14952-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}), our results support the notion that impact is most accurately assessed when accounting for the appropriate scale at which stressors operate, that is, patterns may only manifest when studied between lakes and not within a single lake (Angeler, Allen, & Johnson, [2013](#gcb14952-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}). The observed effect of acidification on invertebrate communities is evident in some of the aforementioned taxa that load highly on DCA 1, which was related positively to alkalinity in both southern and northern lakes (Table [1](#gcb14952-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). Loss of alkalinity in surface waters is an indicator of acidification (Futter et al., [2014](#gcb14952-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}) and important taxa like *Leptophlebia vespertina* (Ephemeroptera) have been shown to be highly tolerant to acidification, which is evidenced in the negative score along DCA 1 (smaller DCA 1 score means lower levels of alkalinity and more acidification). Conversely, *C. luctuosa* and *C. horaria* (Ephemeroptera) and *H. stagnalis* (Hirudinida) have been shown to be sensitive or highly sensitive to acidification (Schartau et al., [2008](#gcb14952-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}) and all have positive scores along DCA 1.

Lake size and TP as local measures were related to invertebrate community composition for lakes. A number of studies have shown the importance of lake size, measured as surface area and TP as important predictors of macroinvertebrate communities (Heino & Tolonen, [2017](#gcb14952-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Johnson, Goedkoop, & Sandin, [2004](#gcb14952-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). The influence of size may be because of more complex and/or heterogeneous habitats in larger lakes (Heino, [2013](#gcb14952-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}).

4.2. Lake stability {#gcb14952-sec-0020}
-------------------

We found differences in the stability of individual lakes. This allowed us to identify particularly stable and particularly variable lakes, which is of interest for management prioritization. Quantification of stability at the individual lake level allowed us to then look for patterns driving this stability at broader scales and between ecoregions. We expected that, as for the variables related to community composition, environmental variables such as alkalinity and TP, and physical variables like lake size and latitude along with species richness would drive patterns of stability across lakes. Clear broader scale patterns in stability emerged, namely that less alkaline, more species‐rich northern lakes with lower mean TP were more stable along DCA 1, as were smaller more species‐rich lakes along DCA 2. More species‐rich southern lakes were more stable along DCA 1 as were smaller lakes along DCA 2. We tried to avoid an overly large influence of extremely rare species on the DCA by removing them if they were present in less than 5% of the samples and downweighting the rare species within the DCA function, so the increased variance in more species poor lakes is likely not solely due to an analysis artifact.

Previous analyses of temporal patterns of biodiversity, which were based on a local scale of observation, have found that more diverse communities show smaller compositional changes over time, if most species weakly interact (McCann, Hastings, & Huxel, [1998](#gcb14952-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Yodzis, [1981](#gcb14952-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}). This may indicate that high diversity is associated with greater temporal stability in species composition (Shurin, [2007](#gcb14952-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}). Indeed, our results seem to support this relationship. The "insurance effect" has often been invoked to explain the positive relationship between richness and stability. This hypothesis posits that community level stability is dependent on the differential response of species or functional groups to varying conditions, as well as the functional redundancy of species that have important stabilizing roles (McCann, [2000](#gcb14952-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). Disturbances may drive change in ecosystems by acting as a constraint for some species (i.e., stressor), while providing opportunity for others (i.e., resource), depending on their life history (Paine, Tegner, & Johnson, [1998](#gcb14952-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). A major new insight gained from recent experimental work is that diversity may stabilize aggregate ecosystem or community properties while simultaneously destabilizing individual species abundances (Loreau & de Mazancourt, [2013](#gcb14952-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}). We acknowledge that while these explanations provide an important mechanistic understanding of community dynamics, our correlative study does not permit us to assess their relevance in our study.

We also found that northern lakes with higher mean TP tended to be less stable, which is interesting given recent studies of changing TP concentrations in Swedish lakes. TP tends to be declining across Swedish lakes and the largest relative declines are in northern Swedish lakes (Huser et al., [2018](#gcb14952-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}). Results from this analysis show that stability of invertebrate communities may be related to mean levels of TP, especially in the north.

4.3. Conclusion {#gcb14952-sec-0021}
---------------

Biodiversity and community stability at large scales (often termed gamma diversity) are not necessarily additive functions of biodiversity and community stability at smaller scales (alpha diversity; Vellend et al., [2013](#gcb14952-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}). Indeed at large spatial scales, community stability may be regulated by different mechanisms. For example, just as local diversity enhances the stability of local ecosystems, spatial compositional differences (β diversity) may reduce the variability of communities at regional scales (Aragón, Oesterheld, Irisarri, & Texeira, [2011](#gcb14952-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Pasari, Levi, Zavaleta, & Tilman, [2013](#gcb14952-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). Despite advances in theoretical insight into community stability at broader spatial scales, a comprehensive framework has yet to be developed. Since management decisions often occur at the landscape scale, it is crucial to understand how stability manifests at the between‐lake level.

Our detected influence of ecoregion on stability suggests that accounting explicitly for spatial and/or biogeographical characteristics (location, connectivity, dispersal) may further shed light on regional‐scale patterns of stability, which need to be accounted for in management. Specifically, given that ecoregions differ in their environmental and biotic settings, a one‐size‐fits‐all management approach might not be efficient across ecoregions. Studies like ours provide managers with the necessary information to incorporate regional, rather than purely local lake conditions in their management schemes. A further benefit of regional approaches is that areas within a region where invertebrate communities are more susceptible to climate change can be managed in a spatially explicit way. That is, lakes may be identified that should receive management priority, which allows for a more targeted investment of management resources.

Accounting for regional patterns of stability captures more heterogeneity in the environment and differences between lakes. The relationships between species richness, TP, and stability become apparent only when we examine the lakescape level. Understanding regional ecological stability is important because environmental pressures are often not discriminating in their effects and as a result, larger spatial areas can be and often are affected. This study highlights the need for more spatially extensive studies of ecological community stability and the environmental variables affecting this stability. Studies of this nature and structure can be used to inform management about the effects of broad‐scale pressures that manifest at cross boundary levels, while still providing quantification of stability estimates at the individual lake level.
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Click here for additional data file.
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